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PHOTO?
MYSTERY

Presenting Basque Culture – Festival and FACES
The rich culture of Basque country comes alive in this issue of 

FACES, as it did at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival this summer 

in Washington, D.C. 

To prepare for the festival, the Basque program team 

from the Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage 

— including curators Mary Linn and Cristina Díaz-Carrera, 

researchers Anne Pedersen and Greyson Harris, and intern 

Jessica Hasson — interpreted the many sights, sounds, and 

smells of Basque country for a huge audience. Mary and 

Anne spent a full month traveling around the region, talking to 

people, visiting festivals, and experiencing the wonderful fresh 

food. We hope the “flavor” of Basque culture comes through 

here and makes you want to visit some day! 

Betty Belanus, Elisa Hough, and Arlene Reiniger wrote 

and edited this issue, with lots of help from interns Kyle Baker, 

Charmaine Branch, Liz Hoffmeyer, Anne Rappaport, Lila Spitz, 

and Sylvie Wise. Special thanks (“eskerrik asko” in Basque!) to 

Iurdana Acasuso Atutxa of Azkue Fundaioa; Valerie Arrechea 

from the National Association of Basque Organizations; Annie 

Gavica of the Basque Cultural Center and Museum in Boise, 

Idaho; and Nerea Bilbao Goxencia of Begoñazpi Ikastola. Read 

more about the Folklife Festival at festival.si.edu. 

Do you know 
what this is?  
Answer is on 
page 48.

VP of Editorial & Content: James M. O’Connor

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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HIGH FIVE
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Travelers visit Basque country for its spectacular 
coastal and mountain scenery, but often fall in 

love with its blend of traditional culture and modern 
innovation. From quiet villages tucked into the 
Pyrenees Mountains to the hustle and bustle of the 
largest city, Bilbao, there’s a lot to see, do, and learn 
in Basque country!

1. Did Basques beat the Vikings 

to the New World? Maybe 

not, but they couldn’t have 

been far behind. Historical 

and archaeological evidence 

shows that Basque whalers 

were working the waters and 

occupying seasonal fishing 

camps in northeastern Canada 

by the early 1500s.

The Basque region is one of the oldest communities in Europe, 

with a history of cultural resilience and creativity. We are pleased 

to partner with FACES to share some of their stories with you, many of 

which are part of the 2016 Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington, 

D.C. Many thanks to our partners in The Basque Country Institutions 

and members of the Basque diaspora in the United States who 

supported months of research carried out by Smithsonian curators, 

producers, and technicians. 

Thank you for taking the time to explore the words and images found 

throughout these pages. I hope you are as inspired by these stories as 

we were in creating them.

Eskerrik asko! (Thank you!)

Sabrina Lynn Motley, Director, Smithsonian Folklife Festival
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2. “X” marks the spot! The unique 

Basque language uses this letter a 

lot, which is pronounced much like 

“ch” in English. Master the “x” and 

you are on your way to learning 

some Basque words, such as pintxo 

(bite-sized snacks) and txiki (little).

3. Tie on your kerchief, lace up 

your espadrilles, and dance! 

Basque cultural identity is 

expressed throughout the world by 

groups learning traditional dantzas. 

From Bilbao to Boise, Idaho, 

Basque dancers ages two to 92 

kick up their heels to lively tunes.4. Tug-of-war, anyone? A 

popular activity is attending and 

participating in competitions 

featuring feats of strength, which 

began as rural tasks such as 

cutting down huge trees and 

hauling boulders. The prize for 

winners is often a decorated 

txapela, a traditional Basque beret.

5. Giants, Bigheads, and shaggy 

sheep men, oh my! Many Basque 

festivals are not complete without 

a visit from some scary looking, 

but mostly friendly, costumed 

figures. They represent characters 

from Basque history and folklore, 

and some tower 13 feet high!
Photo by Anne Pedersen. Ralph Rinzler Folklife 
Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

The picturesque town of Balmaseda, 

Spain, is on the banks of the river Kadagua.
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At a Glance

Official Name: The Basque country; 
known to the Basque as Euskal Herria, 
“the home of the Basque people.”   
 
Location: Basque country is located 
in the western Pyrenees Mountains, 
spanning the border between France 
and Spain. It is made up of four 
regions on the Spanish side of the 
Pyrenees and three on the French 
side. Its northern border is the Bay of 
Bizkay in the Atlantic Ocean.  
 
Area: 8,088 square miles (slightly 
smaller than New Jersey) 

Population: 2,189,000 (2014 estimate)  

Government: Basque Autonomous 
Community – Parliamentary 
The Statute of Autonomy of the 
Basque Country was meant to 
encompass all provinces inhabited 
by the Basque people in Spain, but 
Navarre became its own autonomous 
province. The statute applies now 
only to the provinces of Araba, 
Gipuzkoa, and Bizkaia where the 
president is known as lehendakari. 
 
Navarre Autonomous Region – 
Parliamentary  
The parliament is responsible for 
tax administration and collection, 
following guidelines of Spanish 
government, with minor differences. 
 
French Provinces (called Pays Basque 
in French, Ipparalde in Basque) 
 
The three provinces — Behe Nafarroa 
(Basse-Navarre), Lapurdi (Labourd), 
and Zuberoa (Soule) — have a 
representative body but do not have 
their own budget. 

The Basque Country

map by Mary Rostad
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Capital: There is no official capital 
of the Basque country. However, 
Victoria-Gasteiz in the province of 
Araba holds the Basque Parliament, 
the headquarters of the Basque 
government, and the Basque 
Autonomous Community president’s 
residence. 

Highest Point: Hiru Erregeen Mahaia 
(nearly 8,000 feet high), in the 
province of Navarre 

People: Euskaldunak, “the speakers of 
the Basque language.” Culturally and 
linguistically, the Basque are distinct 
from their surrounding neighbors.

Languages: Basque (Euskara), Spanish, 
French 

National Holiday and Other 
Celebrations: Euskadi Eguna (“Day 
of the Basque Country”) on October 
25 celebrates the day the Statute 
of Gernika was approved in 1979, 
establishing the Basque Country as an 
autonomous region. Each region and 
village has multiple festival days.

Religion: Roman Catholic (majority)

Currency: Euro 
 

FAST FACTS: 
• The Euskara language is unrelated 
to any other European language. 
It is an isolate language, meaning 
that it cannot be linked to any other 
language in the world. The language 
was outlawed during the dictatorship 
of Francisco Franco (for about 40 
years beginning in 1938) and almost 
went extinct, but it is now seeing 
a huge revival with an estimated 
700,000 speakers.

•The Basque diaspora – those living 
outside of the Basque region in Spain 
and France – is often referred to as 
the “eighth province.”  About 57,800 
Basques live in the United States.  



 

CRITTER CORNER

OH MY COD
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Why and how did the Basques travel from Western Europe to the banks of 
Newfoundland, Canada, in the early 1500s? The answer  — they discovered cod. 

The cod is a fish native to the cold waters of the northern Atlantic Ocean and the North and Barents 

seas. Young cod have special enzymes in their bodies that act like a natural heating blanket and allow them 

to survive in sub-zero temperatures. Generally, cod prefer to live on the sea bottom, at a range of 33 to 655 

feet below the surface. However, fishermen can catch them anywhere between three and 1,968 feet deep. 

These hardy fish can also live in different environments — from rocky bottoms to muddy or sandy seabeds. 

Cod eat whatever fits into their mouths, and as they swim with their mouths wide open, they take in sea 

plants, clams, eels, mussels, lobsters, and sea urchins. Adult cod have even been known to eat smaller cod.

Because of their low fat content, cod are a perfect fish  

to preserve by drying and salting. The Vikings of Norway  

would air-dry the fish for food to take on their long  

sea journeys. Ever wonder what balsa wood tastes  

like? Probably not, but you might get an idea eating 

dried cod —not very appetizing unless you like fish 

jerky! Basques perfected a way to dry and salt the 

fish, using the plentiful salt beds available in their 

region. This created a much more pleasant taste and 

texture when soaked and cooked. Thus began the 

interconnection of Basques and cod, a fish not native  

This historic scientific illustration of a cod is from 1796. 

Basque whalers, like the whalers seen in this image from one of 

Captain Cook’s voyages, faced many dangers and difficult work. 

Image from the Biodiversity Heritage Library. Digitized by Harvard University, MCZ, Ernst Mayr Library

Archival Photograph by Mr. Sean Linehan - Treasures of the NOAA Photo Library; Image 
ID: libr0195. From “A Collection of Voyages round the World ... Captain Cook’s First, Second, 
Third and Last Voyages ....” Volume V, London, 1790, page 1910



 

OH MY COD
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to their region but important to their history, economy, 

cuisine, and folklore.  

From early times, Basques were skilled fishermen.  

They braved the waters of their native Bay of Bizkay to 

hunt whales, much prized in Europe during the Middle 

Ages (5th to 15th century) for oil and meat. When whales 

became scarce in Basque waters, they ventured farther to 

hunt them. Along the way, they discovered cod. In 1534, 

French explorer Jacques Cartier reached the mouth of 

the St. Lawrence River in present-day eastern Canada. He 

claimed the land around these fishing grounds, full of cod, 

for France. He also noted that more than 1,000 Basque 

fishing vessels had beaten him to this area and were already 

working the waters. 

Whaling continued, but trade in salt cod became even 

more profitable. Soon, Basques were providing salt cod to 

other parts of Europe. It is estimated that more than half the 

fish eaten in Europe during the late Middle Ages was cod, 

and the fish remained popular through the years.

By the 1950s and 60s, fishermen had developed larger 

boats, stronger nets, and a new method of flash freezing 

the fish, allowing ships from all over the world to round 

up tons of cod annually. The once-abundant cod was 

so over-fished that by 1992, the industry in Canada was 

essentially over. Basques, who became major importers and 

distributors of salt cod, now get most of the fish they sell 

from the farthest reaches of the Atlantic off Iceland and the 

Barents Sea off Norway and Russia, where strict laws and 

conservation methods have saved the fish. 

Salt cod is still a treasured food in Basque country, 

as families follow recipes passed from generation to 

generation. Some recipes use sauces that take years 

of practice to perfect. Kokotxas al pil-pil uses the cod 

cheeks and throats in the sauce, tortilla de bacalao is a 

cod omelet, and porrusalda is a potato, leek, and salt 

cod soup. 

 

STATS:
Scientific Name: Gadus morhua, from the Latin words 

for “fish” (gados) and “cod” (morua)

Life Span: Up to 25 years

Size: Up to 6.5 feet, and weighing up to 212 pounds

Feeding Habits: Omnivorous, eating plants and sea 

creatures

Habitat: Coastal waters of the northern Atlantic Ocean, 

North Sea, and Barents Sea

Status: Vulnerable (not yet endangered, but close) 

FAST FACTS:
• An adult female cod can lay up to 6 million eggs per 

year! Only a few of these eggs will hatch, and even 

fewer of the baby cod, called larval cod, will survive to 

develop into young fish.

•The Euskara word pil-pil in the popular salt cod dish is 

said to come from the sound the dish makes while frying.

This historic scientific illustration of a cod is from 1796. 

Maria Conception 

Atutxa prepares 

kokotxas al pil-pil, 

salt cod sautéed 

with olive oil 

and garlic, at her 

farmhouse in 

Basque country. 

Photos courtesy Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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With a beautiful coastline on the Bay of Bizkay, the rugged Pyrenees 

Mountains, and postcard-perfect farms and villages, it’s no wonder that 

tourists love Basque country. But it’s the cultural heritage of the Basques that sets 

this region apart from other parts of Spain and France. 

The culture of the Basques, including their very old language, was nearly 

wiped out several times through history. People starved in the cities while 

surrounded by enemy militaries. One famous bombing in 1937 during the Spanish 

Civil War destroyed the city of Guernica. Children were punished if they were 

overheard speaking Basque, and traditional folk festivals were banned. 

So how did the Basque language and culture survive, and thrive, into the 21st 

century? A large factor was the end of the long reign of Spanish dictator Francisco 

Franco (1930s-1970s), who suppressed regional cultures. After Franco died and 

more tolerant leaders came into power, many traditional practices resurfaced. 

Basque Country: Tradition and Innovation

A postcard-perfect view of a small village 

in the French portion of Basque country. 

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Basque country consists of seven 

provinces (similar to states in the United 

States) within Spain and France. Basque 

settlements around the world create what 

is sometimes called “the eighth state.” 

As many armies passed through Basque 

country on their way to other parts of 

Europe, Basques became great traders and 

incorporated some of the customs, foods, 

and words from the travelers they met.

Basques were also among the first 

people to venture far and wide by sea, to 

whaling and fishing grounds thousands of 

miles from their homeland. They became 

noted shipbuilders and iron and steel 

makers. In one year, they could produce 

more than 900 million pounds of iron 

and more than 1 billion pounds of steel! 

Today, modern architecture, electric buses, 

houses, and fishing boats harmoniously 

blend modern and traditional design. 

Despite their embrace of new 

technology and foreign influences, the 

backbone of Basque culture has always 

been the home. For many Basques, the 

house of their ancestors is a strong identity 

marker. In fact, the Basque word for house 

— etxea — is a common root for many 

family names. Even if they move to one 

of the larger cities, such as Bilbao or San 

Sebastián, Basques find comfort in visiting 

the farm or village of their grandparents 

or great grandparents. Many families are 

lucky enough to still own handsome 

stone farmhouses dating back several 

centuries. 

Basque Country: Tradition and Innovation
Smithsonian researchers Cristina Díaz-Carrera (left) and Mary Linn (center) 

pose at a fall festival in Bilbao, where they served as judges in an oxtail soup-

cooking contest. A festival official, Oihana Pascual, joins the researchers. 

Smithsonian researcher Anne Pedersen 

and Basque researcher Aitor Inarra walk 

along a traditional stone wall in the 

countryside of the French potion of 

Basque country. 

Photo courtesy Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler 
Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife 
Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Political and economic forces sent Basques to settle in the United 

States, Canada, South and Central America, and elsewhere through the 

centuries. Beginning in the 1870s, many young Basque men emigrated 

to the American West to become sheepherders. When the weather was 

good, they would live in the mountains tending sheep. In the winter they 

retreated to boardinghouses filled with other Basque immigrants. Together 

they would speak and sing in Basque, play traditional card games, and eat 

hearty Basque foods. Today, their descendants celebrate their culture and 

pass it on to their children through festivals, language classes, and Basque 

summer camp.

If you are lucky enough to visit Basque country, you will find the unique 

blend of traditional culture and modern innovation that has shaped this 

land. Take in the wonderful scenery, and take note of the language and 

culture. And, of course, try some mouth-watering Basque food!

Boats are lined up in the old port of Ondaroa, Gizpuzkua province. 

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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WORD HELP

To suppress something means to use force to 

stop it. 

FAST FACTS:

• Basques were among the crewmembers of 

Christopher Columbus’s famous first voyage to 

America in 1492. There is strong evidence that 

one of his ships, the Santa Maria, was built by 

Basques.

• Famous Catholic scholar Ignatius Loyola, who 

founded the Jesuit order in 1534 and became a 

saint in 1620, was Basque. Loyola University in 

Chicago, Illinois, is named for him.

• The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao has 

attracted millions of visitors every year since it 

opened in 1997. One of its outdoor sculptures 

is a 40-foot tall puppy made of steel, soil, and 

flowering plants.  

Smithsonian researchers 

Anne Pedersen (left) and 

Mary Linn (right) visited 

Jesus Aranburu at his cheese 

making shop in Idiazábal, 

Gizpuzkua province.

Photo courtesy Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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basque food

What do kids in Basque 
country eat for lunch? 

FROM FAMILIAR TO INNOVATIVE

Fish, and lots of it! 

Q:
A:

Photo Asife/Shutterstock.com

A plate of freshly-made 

paella (a rice, seafood 

and vegetable dish) 

is ready to serve at a 

Basque gastronomy 

society dinner in San 

Sebastian.
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basque food
FROM FAMILIAR TO INNOVATIVE

Fish, and lots of it! 

Let’s back up and start our sampling of 

Basque food more broadly. A major clue 

to understanding Basque food is a map of 

Basque country. With three provinces stretching 

across the Bay of Bizkay, many types of fish 

and seafood are popular. Local fish include tiny 

anchovies and sea bream. In farmland nestled 

into the valleys of the Pyrenees Mountains, 

sheep are raised for meat, and their milk is 

made into delicious cheese. A variety of fresh 

seasonal vegetables and fruits are showcased at 

outdoor markets. Wild and cultivated herbs are 

harvested to flavor dishes. 

In addition to their native bounty, the 

Basques have learned from the many cultures 

passing through their lands. This love of trying 

new things has also affected their cuisine. 

Olives and wine came with the Romans 

between 218 and 210 B.C. Peppers, which 

originated in the Americas, came to Spain 

in the 16th century and made their way to 

Basque country where many local varieties 

can be found today. Cod, not a native fish to 

Basque shores, was caught in northern waters, 

preserved with salt from Basque salt mines, and 

used as shipboard rations to extend the reach 

of early Basque whalers. Today, salt cod dishes 

still regularly grace Basque tables. Spanish and 

French influences are also evident in Basque 

cooking, just as Basque products and recipes 

have affected those cuisines.

How else does Basque cuisine set itself 

apart? Basque country boasts more than 

40 Michelin starred restaurants — the “gold 

standard” of fancy eating establishments. For 

more down-home eating, locals and tourists 

head to cafes and taverns serving pintxos, small 

servings of savory meats, fish, and marinated 

vegetables, often anchored with bread, and 

speared with a toothpick to hold everything 

together. Seasonal sidreria (sagardotegi in 

Basque), or cider houses, serve salt cod dishes, 

steak, and a dessert of sheep’s milk cheese, 

quince jelly, and walnuts, along with cider 

made from local apples.

Basques love competitions and festivals. 

Food figures into both. Cooking contests take 

to the streets during local celebrations. One 

of the most famous contests takes place in 

October in the town of Balmaseda, Bizkay 

province, and is named after a large bean 

pot, the putxera. Chefs use the pots to slowly 

cook local red beans, mixed with whatever 

they prefer for flavoring — onions, peppers, 

tomatoes, garlic, ham, or sausage. The winning 

bean team takes home a trophy txapela, an 

embroidered beret.

Gastronomy clubs, called txokos, have 

existed since the 1870s. During Francisco 

Franco’s Spanish dictatorship, the language and 

culture of distinct groups such as the Basques 

were under attack. The txoko became one of 

the few places where men were allowed to 

meet legally to speak and sing in Basque while 

enjoying cooking and eating hearty meals, but 

talk of politics was forbidden. 

Along with traditional Basque recipes, 

the male cooks would experiment with 

ingredients and preparations. Some of the 

most famous Basque chefs trace their training 

to their involvement in txokos. Women were 

sometimes permitted to join the meal, but 

only recently have been allowed to become 

members and cooks. 

Food is a family affair for the Basque 

people. One world-renowned culinary family, 

the Arzaks, are a good example. Chef Juan Mari 

Arzak owns a Michelin starred restaurant in San 

Sebastián called Arzak. The restaurant started 

out as a humble tavern owned by Juan’s 

grandparents, then his parents. His career was 

spurred by helping in the restaurant from a 

very young age. Juan’s daughter, Elena Arzak, is 

the fourth generation and a famous chef in her 

Photo Asife/Shutterstock.com
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own right. Other siblings, cousins, and family 

members also work in the business. 

Elena says that as a child, the kitchen of 

their 116-year-old family restaurant was “like a 

fantasy.” And, speaking of fantasies, the Arzak 

family dreams up new versions of Basque 

classics in their own food laboratory upstairs. 

There, this family of chefs experiments with 

new dishes to “wow” their patrons.

The Basque love of innovation is raised to 

an even higher level at AZTI Tecnalia (which 

stands for the Basque language version of 

“Center for Expert Technology and Innovation 

in Marine and Food Research”). At this ultra-

modern facility, food scientists toil over 

high-tech equipment to create more healthy 

and sustainable foods and to raise the level 

of food safety. Whether it’s developing a new 

dehydrated food with a pleasantly crispy texture, 

or a delicious gluten-free cupcake, AZTI workers 

help put Basque country at the forefront of 

gastronomy and food science. 

The question remains, though: What do 

Basque kids eat for lunch? Smithsonian Curator 

Mary Linn collected a school menu while doing 

research in the region. The October 2015 menu 

from the Begoñazpi Ikastola school featured fish 

baked with tomato sauce, fish with mayonnaise 

and lemon, fish empanadas, fish soup, and fried 

fish. Beans were also prominent, including lentils 

and garbanzos. Not a hamburger nor slice of 

pizza was to be found, but the menu did include 

yogurt, fruit, meatloaf, chicken dishes, and 

potatoes in many forms. 

So, chances are you will find some familiar 

foods if you travel to Basque country, but you 

also might want to try something new. To try 

your hand at bite-sized pintxos, see the recipe on 

the next page. 

FAST FACTS:
• San Sebastián (Donostia) has more Michelin 

starred restaurants than any other city in the 

world.

• The putxera bean dish made during the 

Balmaseda competition is often called “railway 

stew” because it originated with railroad workers 

cooking big pots of beans over coal stoves to 

keep warm. 

• In 2014, half a piece of Basque Idiazabal cheese 

sold at an auction for more than $14,000. It is the 

most expensive piece of Idiazabel cheese ever!

The town of Idiazabal hosts a feast of delicious food and drinks 

after the annual cheese contest. Notice the large kegs of cider at 

the back of the town frontoia (gymnasium room).

Judges of the bean-cooking contest at the annual festival in San 

Severino carefully evaluate this regional dish as they peek into 

each putxera, or bean pot.

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives 
and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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let’s have a pintxo party!

Most people who visit Basque country end up tasting some 

pintxos (pronounced “peench-ohs”). These tasty small bites 

speared on toothpicks can be a snack, an appetizer, or — if 

you eat enough of them — a whole meal. Try hosting a 

party with friends and a number of “spearable” slices or 

cubes of food from the list of suggested ingredients below. 

Arrange bowls or plates of pintxo ingredients around a table. 

Assemble the ingredients on your toothpicks any way you 

like. Hint: Many pintxos feature a small slice of baguette, a 

long, thin loaf of bread, to help hold everything together. 

Spear the piece of bread last for the effect in the photo. Be 

sure your toothpicks are sturdy enough to hold up to the 

challenge!

Suggested Pintxo Ingredients:
NOTE: Adults should help cut the ingredients into pieces.

• Slices of fresh or toasted bread (a baguette is suggested)

• Cubes of your favorite cheese (try brie, Swiss, Edam, or 

sharp cheddar)

• Slices of firm sausage such as chorizo or salami

• Cubes of ham

• Small fish: anchovies, sardines, or shrimp

• Pieces of pickled, marinated, and roasted vegetables 

(pickled cucumbers or onions, marinated mushrooms or 

artichoke hearts, roasted red peppers or potatoes)

• Pitted green and black olives

• Pieces of fruit such as apples, pears, strawberries, and 

grapes

• Large nuts such as walnuts, almonds, or pecans

 

Curator’s Choice: Honey Brie Pintxos

During their fieldwork in 2015, curator Mary Linn and 

researcher Anne Pedersen ate plenty of pintxos. This 

combination was one of Mary’s favorites, and she thinks you 

might like it too. 

Assemble a piece of brie cheese, a piece of your favorite 

fruit, your favorite type of nut, and a piece of fresh bread on 

a toothpick. Drizzle with honey.

On egin! (Have a good meal!)

Eaten in cafes, bars, and on the streets, pintxos can be 

found with a variety of delicious ingredients, all skewered 

together to make for easier eating.

Some possible ingredients for making your own pintxos 

include slices of baguette bread, cubes of cheese, sautéed 

mushrooms, roasted peppers, ham, shrimp, and other 

goodies. And don’t forget the toothpicks to hold them all 

together!

Photo by Anne 
Pedersen, Ralph Rinzler 
Folklife Archives 
and Collections, 
Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Betty 
Belanus, Ralph 
Rinzler Folklife 
Archives and 
Collections, 
Smithsonian 
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How do you get from Basque country to London 

using only the Basque language as a guide? 

This was one of the challenges presented to the 

fourth grade social studies students of Begoñazpi 

Ikastola in Bilbao in a typical day practicing 

Basque (known as Euskara), the language of their 

ancestors.

A Revival
The Basque language, once seen by outsiders 

as primitive and unintelligible, and even 

once outlawed by the Spanish government, 

is experiencing a major revival. Language 

immersion schools, where students are taught 

only in Basque, cover preschool through 

university in many areas of Basque country. 

Web sites, animated characters, and video 

games help Basque language learners in high-

tech and entertaining ways. 

Many people consider Basque the oldest 

language in Europe. Surprisingly, it isn’t related 

to Spanish or French. Despite investigations and 

speculations about the language’s origins, none 

of the theories have ever been proven. Evidence 

shows that the people who speak Basque have 

always lived in that region. This makes them 

one of the few possibly indigenous, or native, 

groups in Europe. 

The Basque Language Revival

Euskara Arises! 

Researcher Mary Linn observes while teachers at the Begoñazpi Ikastola go over a social studies lesson in Basque.
Photo by Anne Pedersen, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Basque survived as an oral language passed 

from generation to generation through everyday 

communication, songs, and poetry. However, 

the Spanish and French governments saw 

no advantage in encouraging the Basques to 

continue speaking their language. Posters in Spain 

even discouraged Basque, with messages that 

translated, “No barking; speak the official language.” 

Meet Barritsu
Despite their stormy political history that 

threatened to wipe out language and culture, 

Basques managed to keep both alive. The Azkue 

Foundation in Bilbao is a good place to learn more 

about the history and the language. Barritsu, a 

lively computer-generated character voiced by 

an actor using a microphone and a joystick to 

interact, greets visitors. He encourages the use of 

the Basque language in all possible environments, 

including through new technology. 

“There is no language without speakers,” says 

Iurdana Acasuso Atutxa, director of the foundation. 

“And there is no living language if it is not used to 

communicate, even if it is through a computer, 

tablet, or cell phone.”

A Living Language 

Back at the Begoñazpi Ikastola, students are busy 

studying subjects including social studies, science, 

and engineering in Basque. The school also 

offers courses in English and French. After school, 

many students participate in traditional Basque 

dance, sports, and music. The halls are lined with 

art projects showing off their skills in several 

languages. 

As they make their way to lunch, students 

chatter away in Basque. From conversations, it 

is clear that this is a living language. It may be 

sprinkled with new terms to describe computers, 

cell phones, and other modern devices and 

activities, but its roots still stretch back thousands 

of years.

Researcher Mary Linn observes while teachers at the Begoñazpi Ikastola go over a social studies lesson in Basque.

A bus poster printed in Basque and Spanish lures tourists to a 

picturesque destination in Basque country. Most signs in Basque 

country can be found in both languages.

In Basque country, you may need to be able to read Basque to 

know which waste container is for trash, recycling, or compost.

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, 
Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian 
Institution



Let’s Try Some Basque
ALL CAPS = stressed syllable

Aupa (OW-pah) 
Howdy, hey

Kaixo (KAI-sho) 
Hello

Ongi etorri (ON-ghee eh-TOR-ee) 
Welcome

Agur (ah-GOOR) 
Goodbye

Bai (buy) 
Yes

Ez (es) 
No

Mesedez (meh-SEH-des) 
Please

Eskerrik asko (es-CARE-rick AS-co) 
Thank you

Barkatu (bar-KAH-too) 
Excuse me

Egun on (egg-oon OWN) 
Good morning

Gabon (gah-BONE) 
Good evening, good night

Aita (EYE-tah) 
Dad

Ama (AWE-mah) 
Mom

FAST FACTS:
• With at least five different dialects still spoken 

in Basque country, sometimes it is hard for 

Basque speakers who live in different villages to 

understand one another. The language is being 

standardized for new learners, but local dialects 

hold important clues to the language’s history. 

• During World War II, the American military 

considered using Basque for coded messages. 

Ultimately, they chose the Native American 

language of Navajo instead because some 

Basque language and cultural traditions had 

spread all the way to China and Japan.

An art project at the Begoñazpi Ikastola shows that students 

are also fluent in Spanish.

18 

Photo by Anne Pedersen, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives 
and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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In the days before Facebook and even 

telephones, Basque farmers had to think outside 

the box when it came to spreading news. So 

when a fresh batch of apple cider was ready, how 

did they invite neighbors to come celebrate?

Farmers in Basque country developed a 

unique method of communication. Once they 

had juiced all the apples, they would carry the 

large wooden apple presses onto the rooftops 

to dry. If neighbors could see it, that was an 

invitation to come drink and celebrate. To alert 

friends farther away, they beat on the wooden 

planks of the press with large sticks. This sonic 

summons was so loud, people from farmhouses 

many miles away would come for the festivities. 

The Basques eventually developed games and 

contests based on the strength and speed used to 

rhythmically bang on the apple press planks. This 

functional tradition soon became a musical one, 

and what was once part of an apple press is now 

a musical instrument known as the txalaparta. 

Although it doesn’t look much different than a 

marimba or a xylophone, the txalaparta has many 

distinct features and rules. First, it is always played 

in pairs. The txakun is the leader, who typically 

begins a song and provides the rhythm, which is 

thought to resemble the galloping of a horse. The 

second player, errena, finds the notes in between 

the txakun’s and is often free to improvise. 

Players must not fall on the same beat, but 

instead alternate notes. As the song’s speed and 

complexity increases, you hear how significant the 

musical bond between the two players must be. 

The txalaparta faced near-extinction in the 

1950s and ’60s during the Franco regime, but 

a handful of musicians kept the tradition alive. 

Today, the txalaparta remains an important 

element of Basque culture, heard at formal events, 

town festivals, and sometimes even at Madonna 

concerts!

Basque Beats: Sounds of the Txalaparta
Mikel Hernandez Urrutia and Anai Gambra Uriz of the group Hutsun from Pamplona, Spain, perform on the txalaparta.

Photo courtesy Hutsun
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The stadium is packed with more than 10,000 

excited spectators. The atmosphere crackles 

with anticipation. Which superstar rock group is 

about to take the stage?

None. The eight men and women who 

climb on the stage to deafening applause are 

Basque language improvisational poets called 

bertsolaris. They are about to participate in a 

competition (called Bertsolari Txapelketa Nagusia 

in Basque) that takes place every four years. It 

is the modern-day interpretation of a singing 

tradition that dates to the 1400s. 

This gigantic competition is the culmination 

of hundreds of local and regional contests. These 

smaller and more informal competitions take 

place in such settings as schools, cider houses, 

and town halls. In earlier times, bertsolaritza 

competitions took place mostly in rural areas, 

helping keep the largely oral Basque language 

alive. Now, the tradition — and the language 

— thrives in large cities in Basque country. It is 

popular among Basques from all walks of life, 

from young college students to older sheep 

farmers. 

The final competition includes seven parts. 

First, each poet sings his or her own personal 

introduction to the audience. Second, the 

bertsolari have to compose short poems based 

on an assigned topic. Third, a pair of bertsolari 

sing a conversation on a given topic — try this 

with the instructions on the next page. Fourth, 

each bertsolari is given a puntu, or two lines of 

poetry they must build on. In the fifth part, they 

must incorporate a particular word into their 

poem (“fire” for instance). 

By the sixth part, all but two finalists 

have been eliminated, and the tension in the 

stadium is high. The two poets are given four 

rhyming words which they must use in their 

last bertso. The winner of this final challenge is 

declared to roaring applause, and the last part 

of the competition — a farewell composed on 

Bertsolari is 
Improvisation to the

         

The 2015 Gipuzkoa Bertso 

championship attracted a 

large audience to its stadium 

in Basque country. 
Photo courtesy Mito

Max!
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the spot by the winner — rounds out the eight-

hour contest. 

The winner takes home the txapela, a beret 

embroidered with the year of their victory, and 

the wonderful feeling of being the champion 

improviser. The whole competition takes nerves 

of steel and extremely quick thinking. As Adoni 

Egana, four-time champion of the Bersolari 

Txapelketa, says, “The championship shouldn’t 

make you feel afraid, and that’s what’s most 

important.” 

In 2009, a woman won the Bersolari 

Txapelketa Nagusia for the first time. Maialen 

Lujanbio also won the regional Gipuzkoa 

Bertsolari in 2003. Upon winning, she said, “I 

dedicated it to the women. In order for me to 

win that championship, many other women 

have sung bertsos before me, opening a path, 

and maybe they never won any championship 

nor had any success. They did silent work, daily, 

invisible, getting no praise or appreciation at all.” 

Exhausted but exhilarated, the bertsolaris and 

audience leave the stadium buzzing about the 

competition and eager to attend in another four 

years. Will the current champion rule the day or will 

a new upstart take the txapela? Only time will tell! 

 

Bertsolari Challenge
You don’t need a stadium and 10,000 spectators to 

hold a bertsolaritza at home! Try your own version 

of the sung conversation along with a friend. 

Pick a topic, like what happened in science 

class today or characters from your favorite movie. 

You have one minute to prepare rhyming lyrics. 

Remember, your poem must be sung, not 

spoken, to a traditional tune. Try “Old MacDonald 

Had a Farm,” “Happy Birthday,” or “The Wheels on 

the Bus.” If you are the first poet, you better decide 

fast! The second poet will have to follow the same 

tune.

Who had more clever lyrics? Who sang better? 

You should both take a breath and a bow. Whew!

FAST FACTS:
• Bertsolaritzas are also popular in Basque 

communities in America. Gardnerville, Nevada, hosts 

an annual bertsolaritza championship. In 1998, a 

competition brought together poets from Buffalo, 

Wyoming, and Tolosa, Spain, through live video.

• It is not uncommon to see audience members 

singing along with competitors. Although these 

poems are made up on the spot, the topics and tunes 

make it easy for audience members to predict what 

bertsolaris will sing next.

•Bertsolaris often meet after the competition to 

analyze their verses and their competitors, even after 

a tough eight hours of improvising!

• Check out this video for some scenes from a 

bertsolari competition: https://vimeo.com/9355066.

Beñat Gaztelumendi, winner of the 2015 Gipuzkoa championship, 

wears the prized txapela (beret) as he improvises his winner’s farewell.

Photo courtesy Mito
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Believe it or not, some competitive sports in Basque country use tree logs, heavy stones, and 

rope to prove speed, accuracy, strength, and endurance. These rural sports, called Herri Kirolak 

in the Basque language, are rooted in the farming and fishing industries. Pilota is another sport 

that is played throughout Basque country and around the world. Rural sports and pilota have 

become so popular that they are now a vital part of Basque culture and identity. No Basque 

cultural festival is complete without these sports competitions.

Basque Sports

Aizkolaritza (Wood Chopping)
Wood-chopping competitions are among the most popular of Basque sports. 

The sport began hundreds of years ago when workers needed wood to build 

ships and make charcoal; contests were held to establish the strongest and fastest 

woodchoppers. The woodchoppers, or aizkolaris, use different sized axes to chop 

sections of tree trunks. Usually competitors stand on the trunk and chop at the 

wood (and between their feet!) until the trunk is split. The logs are at least three feet 

in diameter and can be as thick as five feet around. The woodchoppers usually hack 

away at six to 20 logs, which can take hours of chopping. The woodcutter who 

finishes first — and still has both his feet — takes the prize.

Pg. 24

Spectators watch as a Basque competitor lifts a very heavy stone.

Pg. 25

Members of the Basque club of Miami compete in a friendly game of tug-of-war, or 

sokatira. The wood-chopping competition at Jaialdi 2015 in Boise, Idaho, in full swing.

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Pelota is another sport that is played throughout Basque country and around the world. Rural 

sports and pelota have become so popular that they are now a vital part of Basque culture and 

identity. No Basque cultural festival is complete without these sports competitions.
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Harrijasotze (Stone Lifting)
The sport of stone lifting likely came from farming, when people had to clear the fields of large 

boulders and stones in order to plant crops. Stone lifting became a very popular sport in Basque 

country, and today it consists of lifting stones of different shapes, sizes, and weights off the 

ground and onto the shoulder to determine who the strongest man is. (Women compete too, 

but more commonly the matches are made up of men.) In competition, two harrijasotzailes 

(stone lifters) face each other and take turns lifting stones. Whoever lifts the heaviest stones 

the most number of times wins the match. There are usually four shapes of granite stone: 

rectangular, cylindrical, spherical, and square, ranging in weight from 220 pounds to more than 

700 pounds. There are individual challenges too, where the harrijasotzailes lift a single stone 

as many times as possible, or lift the heaviest stone to try and break the record, which is 725 

pounds. That’s like carrying 40 backpacks full of books and homework at once!

You can learn more about stones, stone lifters, and the culture surrounding this sport at a 

museum and sculpture garden in Leitza in Basque country.

Spectators watch as a Basque 

competitor lifts a very heavy stone.

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Sokatira (Tug-of-War)
This is not your ordinary playground 

tug-of-war, although the equipment 

(rope) and goal (to drag the other side 

over a designated line) are the same. 

In the Basque version, two teams of 

eight compete in different categories 

depending on total weight limits of 

1,235 pounds, 1,411 pounds, or 1,587 

pounds. The players must pull on the 

rope with both hands, and they must 

be careful not to step off their lane, 

which is about 6.5 feet wide, or else 

they are disqualified.  

The botillero offers strategy by 

coaching the team to work together 

and shouting encouragement. Usually 

the competitions are done twice, 

with teams switching sides in order to 

experience the same ground surface. 

Strength and teamwork is the name of 

the game in this sport.

Members of the Basque club of Miami 

compete in a friendly game of tug-of-

war, or sokatira.

Photo courtesy Euskal Etxea of Miami
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Pilota (Hand Ball)
This sport dates back to the Middle Ages in Europe, 

but there is evidence that the Greeks and Romans 

played a variation about 1,000 years earlier. In 

Basque country, the most popular version is hand 

pilota. It is played by hitting a ball with your hand 

on a court with walls at the front and to the left. 

As it does not require a lot of equipment, it can 

be played just about anywhere. In two teams of 

two players, players alternate hitting the ball into 

the front wall, where it has to land in a designated 

area (not too high and not too low) before either 

bouncing to the floor or rebounding off the other 

wall. The other team scores if the ball bounces on 

the floor more than once, lands outside the playing 

area on the wall or the floor, or if it does not reach 

the front wall. It is a very fast-moving game that 

requires a lot of skill and very tough hands!

The very fast and skillful game of pilota is a favorite 

among the Basques.

Photo by ASPE Jugadores de Pelota S.L., www.aspepelota.com
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EXTRA, EXTRA, READ ALL ABOUT IT! 

GIANTS AND BIG HEADS 
ROAM THE STREETS  
OF BASQUE COUNTRY!

e e

Two pairs of Giants dance at the Aste Nagusia Festival in Bilbao, Basque country, which celebrates 

the Virgin of Begoña, or Amatxu (Mother). Aste Nagusia is the largest festival in northern Spain, 

lasting for nine days in mid-August and drawing thousands of people to the streets of Bilbao.

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Giants are regular visitors at cultural festivals 

in Basque country. Towering above small 

children perched atop their mom or dad’s 

shoulders, these friendly giants parade 

down the street to lively music, stopping 

occasionally to pair off in a stately dance. 

Whether wearing the traditional Basque 

beret or a soccer jersey, their arrival delights 

the crowd and sends locals and tourists 

scrambling for their cameras to capture the 

spectacle!

eLarger-Than-Life 
Characters
Festivals play a big part in the Basque 

tradition. Seasonal festivals occur year-

round in Basque country and wherever 

Basques have settled around the world. 

Many of these events feature larger-than-

life, costumed figures known as “Gigantes 

y Cabezudos” (Erraldoi eta Buruhandiak 

in Basque), which means, “Giants and Big 

Heads.” 

The Giants are large, hollow figures with 

detailed papier-mâché heads and arms and 

EXTRA, EXTRA, READ ALL ABOUT IT! e

elaborately costumed bodies measuring 

up to 13 feet high. While wearing the 

huge costume, the actors can see through 

eyeholes in the chest. The Big Heads are 

smaller than the Giants and are usually 

just large masks worn over the head and 

upper body of the performer with matching 

costumes on their lower bodies. The Giant 

and Big Head costumes range from simple 

to fantastically elaborate, depending on 

the town and the festival. They make their 

appearances year after year, and many feel 

their local festival would not be complete 

without them. 

These figures are more than just playful 

decorations. They have a long history 

dating to the 1600s in Basque country. 

Many of the figures represent traditional 

characters or historical figures. The tradition 

has been updated through the years, now 

including local fútbol (soccer) jerseys. 

eI Knew You Were Trouble
The Big Heads play the role of mischief-

makers. Smaller and more mobile than the 

Two Big Heads dance with Giants at Jaialdi, held every five years in Boise, Idaho.

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution

Photo by Cristina Díaz-Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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Giants, they run around the festival scaring 

small children with their funny faces and antics. 

They wave sponges on sticks and threaten to 

use them to punish unruly children! 

In 2015, for the first time, Basque country 

Giants and Big Heads took a 24-hour trip 

across the Atlantic Ocean to perform at 

Jaialdi in Boise, Idaho. The 14 members of 

the dance group known as Irrintzi Erraldoi 

Konpartsa Kultur Elkartea were very excited 

and a bit nervous to visit the United States. 

The troupe spent more than two years 

planning the trip. 

The three Giant and two Big Head 

costumes were taken apart and packed into 

a crate weighing close to 775 pounds, then 

carefully reassembled for the performance. 

Although many of the pieces are extremely 

delicate, they arrived and departed safely. All 

the planning and hard work paid off, as the 

figures were a “giant” hit at the festival. And 

as Jaialdi happens only once every five years, 

there is plenty of time to plan another visit by 

the Giants and Big Heads!

The Giants and Big Head figures that made 

the trip to Boise symbolize the following 

traditional figures. Can you find them in the 

photos? 

 

eEguzki (Sun) is dressed in bright reds and 

yellows to symbolize light. A hoopoe bird with 

a crown of feathers perches on her shoulder. 

eThe older woman, Ilargi (Moon), wears 

a blue dress representing the night and 

moonlight. Her headdress is in the shape of a 

crescent moon, and she carries an owl. 

eLurra (Earth) is portrayed with dark 

skin, said to symbolize the African origin of 

humanity. Her green outfit represents plants, 

and her bird is the grebe, known for its ability 

to dive deep underwater. 

eThe two Big Heads are the male 

characters Zamaltzain (the Knight) and 

Joalduna (the Herald of Spring), who both 

wear colorful hats of ribbons or feathers.

Giants make their way through the crowded streets of Bilbao during the Aste Nagusia 2015 Festival.

Photo by Cristina Díaz-
Carrera, Ralph Rinzler 
Folklife Archives and 
Collections, Smithsonian 
Institution
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WHERE IN THE WORLD? 
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HERE IS A HINT:  
This puppy stands guard at 

a famous museum in the 

Basque region.

The answer is 
on page 48.
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FAST FACT:
• The Basque Museum in Bilbao 

stages a popular exhibition of 

Giants and Big Heads each summer. 

There, visitors can get up close 

and personal with full-sized and 

miniature versions of the Giants  

and Big Heads and learn more 

about the traditions. 

 

 

Like groupies at a rock concert, visitors 

to Jaialdi pose with the three Giants who 

made the journey from San Sebastián, 

Basque country.

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife 
Archives and Collections, Smithsonian 

Photo courtesy 
Andrew Nash
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“Did the pioneers just leave their covered 
wagons in the middle of nowhere, or what?” 

I asked this question while driving to Idaho as 

a child. I remembered learning about covered 

wagons and the pioneers who settled many towns 

in the West, but why were those wagons still around? 

They were used a very long time ago — right?

I soon learned that what I was seeing weren’t 

quite the same as the covered wagons I learned 

about in school. They were actually called 

sheepwagons, used by sheepherders originally from 

the Basque country. As a Basque American, I knew 

some words in Euskara, I could Basque dance, and 

had a beautiful costume that I wore when I did, and I 

knew Basque people came to the United States, but I 

guess I missed the part that explained why.

Basques came to the United States for many 

reasons and took many jobs, but they are best 

known for becoming sheepherders. They were 

Home Away from Home for Basque Sheepherders

Sheepwagons

given supplies such as canned beans, soups, 

potatoes, and other foods, a couple of dogs to 

help them watch after the sheep, and either 

a tent or a sheepwagon. While they were out 

in the middle of nowhere, they had to watch 

after all the rancher’s sheep — anywhere from 

200 to 2,000 sheep at a time! They spent 

their days counting the sheep and making 

sure they were all getting grass to eat and 

water to drink, and every few days they 

would be moved to a new location for more 

food and water.

These sheepherders were quite brave 

and spent months out in the hills of Oregon, 

Nevada, California, and Idaho, where there 

were no towns and no one else for miles and 

miles. Boys as young as 14 years old would 

take this job and spent many nights sleeping 

in a sheepwagon and caring for all the sheep. 

While the sheepwagons looked much like 

A display of traditional Basque sheepwagons attracts many people at the 2015 Jaialdi in Boise, Idaho. Jaialdi means, “big festival” in the 

Basque language, and the event is true to its name, celebrating Basque culture and history with food, traditional sports, music, dance, and —

yes — even sheepwagons!

By Annie Gavica

Photo by Cristina Díaz-
Carrera, Ralph Rinzler Folklife 
Archives and Collections, 
Smithsonian Institution
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the pioneers’ covered wagons on the outside, 

the inside was much different. Most of them 

had a space to put a bed roll, or sleeping bag, a 

small table, and even a small stove to cook their 

meals. Most also had shelves to store their food, 

plate, cup, and silverware, and a couple of small 

drawers or cubbies for their clothes. Because 

there was not much room inside, sheepherders 

usually didn’t take anything they didn’t need, 

leaving nice clothes and other personal items 

behind.

Because there wasn’t a lot to do after 

counting the sheep and making sure they ate 

and drank, sheepherders had to find something 

to do with their extra time. They may have had 

a book or two with them, but most of them 

didn’t know much English, so they couldn’t just 

check out a book from the library. They made 

arborglyphs, or tree carvings, that still can be 

seen in the woods throughout the West. Some 

taught themselves to play musical instruments 

such as the guitar, harmonica, or accordion.

The job usually lasted about seven to nine 

months, and when the weather was colder, 

they would bring the sheep back down to the 

ranch and take a few months off. They would 

leave their sheepwagons at the ranch and head  

toward the nearest town to spend time with 

other Basque people in Basque boardinghouses. 

These houses were large homes or buildings 

that had extra space for the sheepherders to 

stay. They paid a little money each month and 

had a bed, bath, and homemade food — just 

like being back home in the Basque country. 

They could speak Euskara, play Basque card 

games, sing and play Basque songs, and even 

take part in Basque dances after dinner! It was a 

very lively place. 

There aren’t many Basque sheepherders in 

the United States anymore, but you can still see 

a sheepwagon or two while driving through the 

western states.

Annie Gavica is the executive director of the 

Basque Museum and Cultural Center in Boise, 

Idaho.

FAST FACTS:
• The Basque Museum and Cultural Center in Boise, 

Idaho, includes a sheepwagon display and a historic 

boardinghouse where you can learn firsthand how 

Basque sheepherders spent their time off!  

www.basquemuseum.com

• Some Basque American families have inherited 

and restored sheepwagons from their sheepherding 

relatives and use them as campers or just as a fun 

place to hang out.

• As the aspen trees that the sheepherders used to 

carve their arborglyphs are not a long-living species, 

efforts are under way by the Center for Basque 

Studies at the University of Nevada to record and 

preserve these historic works of art. More than 

12,000 tree carvings have been recorded to date. 

 

Sheepwagons

All the comforts of home! The inside of a sheepwagon contains 

the sheepherder’s bed, cooking equipment, food staples, musical 

instruments, an oil lamp to read by, and other needed supplies. 

Photo by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution
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How long have you been dancing?

Aisea: I’ve been dancing since I was about three 

years old. Andoni has been dancing since he was 

about two!

June: I started dancing Basque dances when I 

was six years old. 

Why did you start dancing?

Aisea: My mom brought me to practice.  She 

played accordion for one of the groups as a 

volunteer musician and wanted my brother and 

me to have exposure to our rich culture within 

Boise. That was really my beginning, and I kept on 

dancing from that point forward.

Andoni: I started dancing because my sister was 

dancing and I wanted to try it!

June: I started dancing because my mum also 

used to dance when she was a child and in 

school we had the opportunity to take classes. 

The ikastola [Basque language school] is very 

involved in the conservation of the traditional 

aspects of our culture and language. 

 

Basque Dancing on Both Sides of the Atlantic: An Exchange

Why is Basque dance important to you?

Aisea: Dance has been such an integral part of my 

life. I don’t honestly know what I would do without 

it. I spend Sunday afternoons at practice, perform 

during the week, travel to different festivals and 

events, and spend time with my friends. It has so 

crafted who I am that I would feel lost without it.

What are your favorite dances?

June: We practice many dances of different areas 

of the Basque country. My favorite ones are the 

ribbons and the arch dances.

Aisea: My personal favorite is a mixed dance [with 

boys and girls] called Jota Barri. This is a new 

interpretation created by my group of some of 

the more complicated jotas, and it involves four 

men and four women performing a weaving and 

expanding jota. Although quite tiring, it is a lot of 

fun, and I love how upbeat it is.  

Is there any variation between the Basque 

dances in the Basque country and those in 

America?

Brother and sister Andoni and 

Aisea Odencrantz pose in 

traditional Basque costume. Aisea shows off a common step in Basque dance. Andoni takes part in the Txankareku dance.

Photos by Miren Lete-Odencrantz

The Dancers: Brother and sister Andoni (16) and Aisea (18) Odencrantz of Boise, Idaho, and June Gazurqui (12) of Bilboa, Basque country

compiled by Smithsonian Staff
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June: I don´t know because I have no idea of the 

way that they dance in America! 

Aisea: We’ve learned that there’s a lot of variation 

between the different towns and provinces within 

the Basque country itself, and that same unique 

approach based on location is equally reflected 

in the United States. Each town had its own 

way of honoring the traditions and elements 

of life that made up what its residents knew. 

For example, the town where my amuma 

(grandmother) grew up, Mutriku, was located 

along the coast, and thus had a strong emphasis 

on the ocean and fishing. Likewise, my aitxitxa 

(grandfather) came from an inland location, and 

the dances from his town centered on honoring 

the mountains or agriculture.

What is the difference between how boys and 

girls dance?

Andoni: The boys’ and girls’ dances differ in the 

way we do certain steps and what the dances 

stand for. I don’t think that I could switch and do 

girls’ dances unless I spent a lot of time practicing 

them because there are many memorization steps 

involved. Boys’ dances are more up pace, so I 

enjoy them more.

Aisea: Boys tend to perform a lot of ceremonial 

dances, and hold swords or sticks of various types.  

Their dances are usually more serious, whereas 

the girls’ dance reflects more of the elements 

of daily life. For example, in my group, the girls 

perform dances about selling fish, making the 

traditional hard cider (sagardoa), weaving, and 

rowing.

June: There are some dances for boys or girls 

only and others that are mixed. Each person has a 

part in the dance, but sometimes if there are not 

enough girls or boys we can exchange the roles.

What is typical dance costume?

Andoni: For the boys, a white dress shirt, white 

dress pants, a red sash called a gerriko, black vest, 

red beret called a txapela, bells, and dance shoes 

called albarketak.

Aisea: For the girls, my basic costume consists of 

white woven knee-high socks tied with elastics to 

keep them up, white bloomers and petticoat, white 

long-sleeved blouse (picture something a pirate 

would wear), long red wool skirt, black wool 

corset vest, long black apron, shoulder scarf, hair 

in a bun underneath a white headscarf, and the 

traditional leather albarketak. Certain items can 

be passed down; I wore my mother’s socks until 

they finally tore this past summer, and several 

girls in my group wear their mothers’ vests or 

aprons.

June: Depending on the dance we use different 

attire. They are made in a special place with the 

instructions that we give them.

What advice would you give to a beginning 

dancer? 

Andoni: It might be hard at first, but with 

hard work it becomes enjoyable and fun. Also 

dancing allows you to meet so many cool 

people that you might not ordinarily meet.  

Aisea: Learn to detect rhythm because if you 

can do that, you can learn anything.

June: Enjoy!

Dances such as the Bateleren Zortzikoa often feature props such 

as arches, swords, ribbons, or oars.

Photos by Miren Lete-Odencrantz

Photo by Miren Lete-Odencrantz
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GROWING UP: Summer Camp!

Why did you want to attend Basque summer 

camp (Udaleku)?

M: I had heard about camp through my parents 

and through other kids in my local Basque club 

growing up. The first year I decided to sign up for 

camp, it seemed like a simple decision to at least 

try it out.

J: When I was seven years old, Udaleku was in 

San Francisco, and my mother was teaching 

at the camp. I would hang around the Basque 

Cultural Center and watch classes. I saw how 

much fun they were! When I was 10 years old, 

Joana Arrechea, 15, lives in San 
Francisco, California. Her friend 
Mikaela Goicoechea, 16, lives in Rock 
Springs, Wyoming. They met in 2010 
at the Udaleku summer camp run 
every year by the North American 
Basque Organizations (NABO). In 
this exchange, they share their 
experiences.

my mom told me that there was going to be 

Udaleku in Reno, Nevada that year and that if I 

wanted to participate I could. 

Which city/state did you enjoy visiting the 

most while you were at Basque summer 

camp? 

M: My favorite city that I’ve visited because of 

camp was definitely San Francisco, California, 

but my two favorite camp experiences were in 

Bakersfield, California, and Elko, Nevada. These 

camps were a lot of fun because I really enjoyed 

the Basque communities in these cities.

J:  I really enjoyed visiting Nevada, too. I went 

to two camps in the state, Reno in 2010 and 

Elko in 2014. Reno and Elko are two very 

different places with very different types of 

scenery and it was interesting to explore some 

of the different parts of the state.  

What specific activities did you enjoy while at 

camp?

M: Euskara (Basque language) classes, and 

Basque sports such as pilota. I learned to play 

the txistu (a flute-like instrument), and traditional 

Basque dances and songs. And, of course, the 

Basque card game called “Mus” is played on a 

daily basis throughout the two weeks of camp.

J:  I enjoyed all of the activities, they varied from 

year to year so there was always something new 

to learn. But I always really enjoyed the dance.  

I’ve been a part of the Basque dance group in 

San Francisco since I was six and I enjoy learning 

new dances. Txistu was always fun and I enjoyed 

attempting to play it!

Joana Arrechea (left) who lives in San Francisco, California, and 

Mikaela Goicoechea (right) from Rock Springs, Wyoming, met and 

became fast friends at Udaleku in 2010.

Photos courtesy Mikaela Goicoechea

compiled by Smithsonian Staff
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GROWING UP: Summer Camp!

Captions, captcha, Capcionni, Cappetoni, 

Captions, captcha, Capcionni, Cappetoni, 

Did you go on any field trips during your time at 

the camp? 

M:  With each camp being set in a different location, 

the field trips varied from place to place. Some 

of my favorite field trips have been visiting the 

sheepherder’s monument in Reno, Nevada, singing 

Basque songs door to door in Gardnerville, Nevada, 

going camping in the mountains for a weekend 

during Reno camp, visiting a dairy farm owned by 

Basques in Bakersfield, California, visiting the mines 

outside of Elko, Nevada, and having a picnic on 

Angel Island, in the bay of San Francisco, California. 

J: Some field trips would let us learn more about 

the city we were in like our tour of a mine in Elko 

or when we visited a dairy in Bakersfield. Other field 

trips were less educational like the trip to a water 

park in Reno. 

Do you have a final performance to show off 

what you’ve learned at camp?  

M: All of the campers dress in their traditional 

Basque dance costumes and perform dances that 

we have learned in the two weeks, sing traditional 

songs, play our txistus, and incorporate the Basque 

language that we have learned. 

J:  Sometimes there are skits and videos that are 

shown that were made by campers during camp.

What keeps you coming back to camp year after 

year?

M: Once I had begun to meet friends, there was no 

way that I wouldn’t go! The friendships I’ve made 

through camp are much stronger than a lot of 

friendships I’ve made with people I see every day, 

which has made even my least favorite parts of 

camp fun.

J: Going to camp allowed me to see my friends 

who I rarely saw during the year for two weeks. 

It was really nice to be able to look forward to 

spending time with good friends for two weeks 

every year.

Noah Gipson, Mikaela Goicoechea, and Kendall Gipson 

take time out to pose in costume at the end of the 2014 

Udaleku in Elko, Nevada.

Mikaela Goicoechea plays the txistu.
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Udaleku always includes time for making Basque-related crafts, 

as demonstrated by Noah Gipson and Mikaela Goicoechea.

How has your summer camp experience 

changed over the past five years?

M: As I continued to go to camp each summer, 

I met and got to know a lot more people, and 

now I feel very comfortable with my friends in 

the Basque American community, which has 

made me want to continue to be a part of the 

camp year after year. The location change of the 

camp every year has made it feel exciting and 

new every time I have signed up. Also, this past 

year, I attended Udaleku as an aide, and I learned 

what happens “behind the scenes” and also got 

to watch as some of the younger campers began 

their camp journeys and friendships, which was 

very interesting and fun to watch.

J: My first year of camp I was nervous at first but 

then had a great time and made lots of friends. 

After that, camp was a place where I could hang 

out with friends and have new experiences.

Have you carried any of the traditional Basque 

activities that you practiced at camp into your 

home life?

M:  Yes! My family enjoys music very much, and 

it’s been really great learning traditional songs that 

my father knows so that we can sing together at 

home. Also, I’ve used my Mus skills in my local 

Mus tournament and along with my partner, 

have even taken the youth Mus tournament in 

our hometown’s title. 

J: I am a part of the San Francisco Zapiak Bat 

dance group and I will play a game of pala (a 

pilota game we learn at camp) or a game of Mus 

when I am with friends and am at the Basque 

Cultural Center in San Francisco.

The final performance at the 2015 Udaleku summer camp in 

San Francisco included (left to right) Lorea Laverty Iturriria, Maia 

McNamara, Joana Arrechea, Mikela Laverty Iturriria, and Saioa 

Laverty Iturriria holding up Mikaela Goicoechea.

As always, traditional Basque dances were part of the final 

performance of the 2014 Udaleku in Elko.
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Learning to play the txistu, a traditional Basque 

instrument, is a popular activity at Udaleku.

Have you met anyone from Basque country in 

either Spain or France?

M: Yes! My father is a Basque immigrant from the 

Spanish side, so I’ve obviously met him and his 

family members who live in the United States and 

in the Basque country. Through my local Basque 

club, I have also met a lot of Basque people from 

the Basque country. A lot of campers that I’ve 

made friends with have parents, grandparents, 

or some other family member that are from the 

Basque country as well, and I’ve met a lot of my 

friends’ Basque family members. Also, a lot of our 

instructors for Udaleku come directly from the 

Basque country each year for the two weeks. 

J: I have met people around my age from the 

Basque country at camp.  It’s always interesting for 

them to see that lots of the stuff that they do in 

their community in the Basque country, we also do 

in our Basque communities.

Have you ever visited Basque country?

M: Yes, I have been fortunate enough to visit 

the Basque country six times to visit my family 

members and family friends. I will definitely 

continue to visit as much as I can in the years to 

come, because I have loved everything about it 

each time I have gone.

J: I try to go to the Basque country every two years 

or so. I have lots of family there and go and visit 

them during the summer.

What does it mean to you to be “Basque 

American”?

M: Being a Basque American means so much more 

than growing up in the United States with Basque 

heritage. To me, to be a true Basque American, you 

embrace the culture, and learn as much as you 

possibly can.

J: Personally being Basque American is great, it 

allows me to have a set of friends that understand 

what it is to be Basque and that participate in the 

same activities as I do. During the summer I travel 

to Basque picnics and visit my friends who I don’t 

necessarily get to see every day and have a great 

time celebrating our Basque culture. 

What else would you like FACES readers to 

know about attending a cultural summer camp?

J: Attending a cultural camp is a wonderful 

experience that allows you to learn more about 

where you’re from and what that culture has to 

offer in many different ways. It also allows you to 

meet people your age who you have one thing in 

common with: your culture.

How do you guys keep in touch during the rest 

of the year?  

M:  We try to hang out as much as possible 

outside of camp. Joana has come to visit me in 

Wyoming a few times, and I’ve gone and stayed 

with her in San Francisco a few times, and we 

have met up in various cities for festivals and other 

Basque events. Visiting a mall always seems to 

make it to the top of the list when we’re together!  

Also, Joana and a few of our other friends from 

camp try to have video Skype hang outs as often 

as our schedules allow!
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Trainera Rowing RacesA CLOSER LOOK
Every year, oars and water fly as groups of strong rowers race along the Bay 
of Bizkay in Basque country. 

The races (estropadak in Basque) developed from the days when 
fishermen would rush back to shore to be the first to sell their catch. Today, 
most of the people who compete are not fishermen, but trained athletes. 

Crews consist of 13 rowers and one coxswain.  

The coxswain keeps the boat on course and 

encourages the rowers to keep rowing as hard 

as they can. 

Originally, racers used fishing boats, like the 

small vessels sent out from larger whaling 

ships. Today the boats (traineru in Basque) are 

made specifically for competition.

 

Early racing boats were made from wood. Today, 

they are made from lighter high-tech materials 

such as carbon fiber and Kevlar. Designers strive to 

make them even lighter and stronger every year!

Mimadeo/Shutterstock.com
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Trainera Rowing Races

The Basques have prided themselves on ship 

and boat building skills for centuries. One of 

Christopher Columbus’s famous 1492 voyage 

ships, the Santa Maria, was believed to have 

been built by Basques. 

 

In a traditional Basque dance called the batelera, 

women dance with oars. Historians suggest this 

is evidence that women participated in rowing 

competitions in the past. Today, there are a number 

of women’s rowing teams. 

The first documented rowing 

race in Basque country was 

in 1871, between the people 

of Hondarribia and Pasaia. 

They bet on who could reach 

San Sebastián first, starting 

from Hondarribia. The Pasaia 

team won the 13-mile race.

Rowing is a very popular sport in 

Basque country. Crowds of up to 

100,000 spectators cheer from the 

shore and display their favorite 

rowing team colors.

At the end of the race, rowers 

celebrate by hoisting their oars in 

the air in a salute to their fans. 





CRYPTOGRAM

by Janise Gates
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Some boys were playing near a cave in the Basque province of Bizkaia in 

1916 and decided to go exploring. They stumbled upon cave paintings of 

horses, bison, deer, and goats created 13,000 years ago!  Today, tourists can 

visit portions of the Santimamiñe Caves and several other prehistoric caves, 

but the fragile paintings can only be accessed through a “virtual” tour. 

Metalworking has been an important industry in the Basque country for more than 

1,000 years. It inspired a Basque proverb, Burdina berotan jo behar da ere, which is very 

similar to a proverb in English. The proverb, in both English and Basque, means that 

you must take advantage of opportunities when they are presented to you. Crack the 

cryptogram code to figure out the proverb in English.

In a cryptogram puzzle, a sentence is encoded by substituting the actual letters of the 

sentence with different letters. It is your job to decode the sentence and figure out the 

original sentence. We have solved the code for “T” for you to get you started. 

Answer is on page 48. 

Answer is on page 48. 

Face facts

Cryptogram
Metalworking has been an important industry in the Basque Country for more than 1,000 years. It inspired a Basque 
proverb, Burdina berotan jo behar da ere, which is very similar to a proverb in English. The proverb, in both English 
and Basque, means that you must take advantage of opportunities when they are presented to you. Crack the crypto-
gram code to figure out the proverb in English.

In a cryptogram puzzle, a sentence is encoded by substituting the actual letters of the sentence with different letters. It is your 
job to decode the sentence and figure out the original sentence. We have solved the code for “T” for you to get you started. 

Answer is on page 48. 

Answer (proverb in English): Strike while the iron is hot.  
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“Direnik ez sinistu, ez direnik ez esan.” 

(Don’t believe they exist, but don’t say they are not real.) – Basque  proverb 

Basque folklore includes many fantastic beings that people once believed 
lived in the forests and mountains of Basque country. The lamia is a very 
well known example of these creatures. The lamia (plural in Basque, lamiak) 
generally takes the form of a pretty young lady, who lives near springs and 
rivers, and spends her time doing laundry or combing her long blond hair 
with a golden comb. Her most identifiable feature is the webbed duck feet 
she has instead of human feet.  

Lamiak are considered very rich because they usually have much gold 
in their possession. Although they do not do anything really bad to humans, 
they’re not to be trusted.  

Many stories are told about people asking lamiak for help, but in other 
tales, lamiak ask people for help. In these cases, as in this tale, the lamiak 
could be very generous in return, but on their own terms. 

The Lamia and the Midwife
                  Adapted from a Traditional Basque Tale from Navarre, thanks to 

Iurdana Acasuso Atutuxa, Azkue Foundation 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JEAN KIM
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O
nce upon a time there was a lamia who was about to have a baby. 

Her friends went to the nearest Basque village looking for the midwife 

(a woman who helps deliver babies) for help. The midwife walked to 

the place where the lamiak lived and helped bring the new baby lamia into the 

world. 

The lamiak were very happy with her job, so they thanked the midwife by 

giving her some delicious food. The midwife had never seen such food before 

in her life. When she tried some, she found that it was better and tastier than 

any food she had ever eaten. Even the bread was whiter! The midwife snuck 

The Lamia and the Midwife
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a piece of bread into her pocket to take back home, so that her 

family could taste it as well.  

After having lunch, the lamiak gave her a golden spindle and 

a golden spinning wheel as a special thank-you gift. They said, 

“Take these presents as a sign of our gratitude for helping one 

of us. With these tools you can spin the thinnest but strongest 

thread that was ever made, and you will have the most beautiful 

and finest cloth in the land. But, we warn you – the minute 

you walk out of this place, you cannot look back. Do you 

understand?” 

The midwife nodded her understanding, but when she 

started to get up from the place she was sitting to go home, she 

found she couldn’t. She tried and tried, but she was stuck to the 

seat. 

One lamia asked her, “Have you taken something from this 

place that doesn’t belong to you?” 
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The midwife started to deny she had taken anything, but 

then she remembered the piece of bread and took it out of her 

pocket. The lamiak scolded her, “Nobody can leave this place 

taking something we didn’t give her.” 

The woman apologized, and taking the spindle and the 

spinning wheel in her arms, she left the place quickly. When she 

was crossing the bridge over the river between the lamiak’s home 

and her village, she forgot the warning. She looked back, wanting 

to see if the lamiak were watching her.  

In a flash, the golden spindle disappeared from her arms! She 

held firmly to the spinning wheel and ran toward her home. But 

when she reached the door, her curiosity was so strong that she 

looked back again. Although she already had a foot in her own 

house, the wheel disappeared as well! 

The lamiak never called on that woman again, so she lost 

her only opportunity to have the fine thread and cloth that she 

could have made from the precious gifts. The only thing that she 

took away from her experience with the lamiak was the memory 

of the wonderful food, and a very good story she could tell her 

friends and family for years to come. 
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Design 
Your Own 
Kerchief
In Basque country, kerchiefs or bandanas 

are worn tied around the neck to display 

a person’s identity with symbols of clubs 

they belong to, the name of a local festival, 

or specific patterns.

What would you put on your kerchief 

to show your identity? Something to 

represent your family, your school, your 

town, your hobbies, or your favorite team? 

Design your own then send your creation 

to FACES! 

Photos by Mary Linn, Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives and Collections, Smithsonian Institution



Your Turn: Kerchiefs! 
Have your parent or legal guardian send us a high-resolution image of your creation to  

faces@cricketmedia.com. Be sure the email includes your name, age, and hometown, and states 

that “Cricket Media may publish the image provided in Cricket’s magazines and online, and that I 

am authorized to provide the image.”
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Kerchiefs are worn with great pride by people 
of Basque country, regardless of age or gender.                                                                           
They are also used to decorate balconies and  
other public spaces.
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GUEST REVIEW

SAY WHAT?
from March 2016 FACES: 

Answer to Mystery Photo on inside front cover: 
Sheepherders lived out of sheepwagons for months 
at a time. This is a close up view of the ceiling. 

Answer to Where in the World on page 29: The 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilboa opened in 1997.  

Cryptogram answer (proverb in English):  
Strike while the iron is hot.  

Answer to Table to Mouth on back cover: 
The 10 Differences:

1. Cheese round
2. Cheese wheel
3. Red pen in pocket
4. Light bulb
5.Shirt stripes
6. Beard
7. Knife
8. Vegetable
9. Sausage
10. Jar

Garmendia and the Black Rider

by Kirmen Uribe, illustrated by Mikel Valverde
Review by Gaizka Malone, 11, Boise, Idaho

Garmendia and the Black Rider is a book about adventure that takes you 

through Western towns and the Rocky Mountains, and shows that things 

are not as they appear. Garmendia is a big, quiet, and gentle man whose 

friend is a wren that rides on his shoulders. When Garmendia is accused 

of murdering a rancher and his wife, which he didn’t do, Garmendia 

begins a life on the run in order to live. While on the run and hiding in the 

Rocky Mountains, he finds an old friend who wants to help. While in the 

Rockies, Garmendia and Amalio run and hide, but eventually get caught 

by the henchmen Rat and Bat. They are saved from being hung by an 

unlikely person who created a myth to help save them. They continue 

to nearly get caught, but always find ways to escape until a man called 

the Black Rider finds them. Garmendia and Amalio are sure they will not 

survive because the Black Rider is known for being a bad man who robs 

and shoots people for money. They live a life on the run and have many 

adventures along the way.  They also find new friends in some unlikely 

characters and help solve a mystery.

This book was very interesting to me because our “hero,” 

Garmendia, is Basque like my family and me, and it was fun to read a 

fiction book with a Basque main character. My aititxe (grandfather) was 

a sheepherder like the main character Garmendia. My favorite part of 

the book is when he goes up to a tribe of Native Americans and does 

an irrintzi, which is a Basque war cry.

Who is the Black Rider? And who will help Garmendia clear his 

name? This is a very interesting book and you will have to read it to 

find out!

Ages 8 and up

Center for Basque Studies, 2015

basque.unr.edu/books.html

Photo courtesy Malone family

Andreas Doppelmayr/Shutterstock.com

“John Cena!”
-- Brady C.

“Watch out! I know karate!
-- Owen R. 

“You are getting very 
sleepy . . . “ 

-- Juliana P. 

“Give me five!”
-- Kaylee H.
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ONE LAST FACE

Fill in the speech bubble for this 
photograph. Have your parent or legal 
guardian send your idea, with your 
name, to faces@cricketmedia.com, and 
include a note that says “Your caption 
is your original work and FACES has 
permission to publish it in print and 
online.” Please put the title of this issue in 
the subject line. The best entries will be 
published in an upcoming issue!

Jarno Gonzalez Zarraonandia / Shutterstock.com



Table to Mouth
Can  you spot the 10 differences 

in these scenes from an outdoor 

Basque market? 

Key is on page 48. 

   illustration by Chuck Whelon
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